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The fifth book in the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! The Garde have

suffered an unbearable loss. Number Five has betrayed them. Eight is gone forever. Ella has been

kidnapped. The others are now scattered.In Chicago, John makes the unlikeliest of allies: Adam, a

Mogadorian who turned his back on his people. He has invaluable information about Mog

technology, battle strategies, and weaknesses. Most important, he knows where to hit them: their

command base near Washington, DC. During the assault, however, John learns the unimaginable

truth: it is too late. The Mogadorians have commenced their ultimate invasion plans.With a front-row

seat to the impending invasion, Ella finds herself in the hands of the enemy. For some reason,

she&#39;s more valuable to them alive, and they&#39;ll stop at nothing to turn her.Meanwhile, Six,

Nine, and Marina make their way through the Florida Everglades, hot on the trail of the traitorous

Five. With the development of a new Legacy, Marina finally has the power to fight backâ€”if her thirst

for revenge doesn&#39;t consume her first.The Garde are broken and divided once again, but they

will not be defeated. As long as one still stands, the battle for Earth&#39;s survival is not lost.
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I have loved this series since the get go. The whole "Piticus Lore" ghost writer thing, and the "WE

ARE NOT ALONE!" secretive undertone, is a really cool twist. The whole book being presented as a

"They are among us" underground novel was a brilliant idea. But I ALMOST gave this book only four



stars. I was a bit disappointed in the ending and the huge secret of the Loriens was ....well, you

decide for yourself...Review time:Giant Mogadorian ships hover over all major cities. Their fighters

flitting about. The Mogs and the mysterious men in black are working together. The people of earth

are enthralled! Loriens are scattered again! After just finally finding one another. Everything is falling

apart. ..WTH!? Well, it seems with the gathering of the Loriens in the earlier books is all for naught.

Setrakis Ra takes on human form (a beautiful human form at that) and is wooing the Earth's upper

government into an alignment. And has been for some time!!Sam's father was right, but he had no

idea the depth of the insidious rot! Promises of medical miracles, and advanced weaponry are just

too persuasive...The reason for his desire to own all of the Lorien's legacy pendants becomes clear.

He can assimilate their legacies. But that's not all they can do.A mysterious place surfaces..."The

Sanctuary"..A mysterious pyramid, somewhere in the center of a steamy jungle in southern Mexico

protected by Lorien magic, perhaps holds the key to everything....The Mogs have it surrounded, but

for a Mog to touch it's Lorien shield is instant ash time for Them.The children of Loric fight on...(or

flee on) after the traitorous number five nearly successfully engineers a trap that would have killed

or captured most of the Loriens left,.
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